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Abstract This paper focuses on the development of a fully
programmable morphological coprocessor for embedded devices. It is a well-known fact that the majority of morphological processing operations are composed of a (potentially
large) number of sequential elementary operators. At the
same time, the industrial context induces a high demand
on robustness and decision liability that makes the application even more demanding. Recent stationary platforms
(PC, GPU, clusters) no more represent a computational bottleneck in real-time vision or image processing applications.
However, in embedded solutions such applications still hit
computational limits.
The Morphological Co-Processing Unit (MCPU) replies
to this demand. It assembles the previously published efficient dilation/erosion units with geodesic units and ALUs
to support a larger collection of morphological operations,
from a simple dilation to a serial filters involving a geodesic
reconstruction step.
The coprocessor has been integrated into an FPGA platform running a server, able to respond client’s requests over
the ethernet. The experimental performance of the MCPU
measured on a wide set of operations brings as results in orders of magnitude better than another embedded platform,
built around an ARM A9 quad-core processor.
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1 Introduction
Mathematical morphology is an image processing framework providing a complete set of tools for filtering, multiscale image analysis, or pattern recognition. It is used in a
number of applications, including biomedical and medical
imaging, video surveillance, industrial control, video compression, stereology or remote sensing since its very first appearance in the late 1960’s, see [21, 27–29].
Considering the hardware implementation context, several different trends have been observed. A recent technological advance of imaging sensors stimulated the development
of applications by means of high-resolution images that became a standard. Needless to say large images impose challenging requirements on the computation platform in terms
of both performance and memory.
On the other hand, the industrial context often induces
severe real-time constraints on applications. Often these demanding image-interpretation applications require a high
correct-decision liability, robust but costly multi-criteria
and/or multi-scale analyses are used. Given that image processing should not deteriorate industrial productivity, the latency and computational performance are of high interest in
this context.
In embedded systems, the most important concerns are
low power consumption (and consequently low heat dissipation) and small resources occupation, which allows for better
embedding. All these considerations combined together infer overwhelming requirements on the architecture of polyvalent processing units addressing many different contexts.
The context of embedded morphology applications includes,
for instance, an augmented vision system that improves visual perception [12], or smart cameras [15].
This paper stems from a previous work [1, 2, 9] and
shows how to build around the computation pipelines an advanced, polyvalent and user-friendly computation platform
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for embedded or portable applications. We have enriched the
set of supported operators by adding geodesic units, ALUs,
a fast DDR2 memory controller and a fast ethernet link to
transfer images. The computation is controlled and monitored by a Xilinx MicroBlaze microcontroller that also ensures the communication with the outside world. The entire
platform behaves as a server and responds to client’s computation requests. A provided software interface (in python
and C/C++) offers the user a convenient possibility to interact with the platform.
The text is organized as follows: Section 2 makes a
short survey of existing morphological algorithms and architectures. Section 3 outlines the basic definitions of typical
mathematical morphology operations. Section 4 describes
how these operations can be efficiently computed by processing pipelines and describes the architecture of the proposed coprocessor. The following Section 5 covers the programmability and user interface to the coprocessor server.
Finally, Section 8 presents experimental results obtained on
an FPGA board and compares them to an ARM A9 embedded platform.

l in order to store the pixels that form locally monotonous
signal (i.e., monotonously increasing and decreasing). Although it produces both erosion and dilation simultaneously,
it works with causal SEs only. This downside was solved
later by Dokládal [9] who proposed another queue-based algorithm. The advantages of these queue-based algorithms
are strictly sequential access to data, zero latency, and low
memory requirements.
The 2-D dilation is usually obtained by composition of
1-D dilations, see for instance Soille [31] who approximates
circle and polygon SEs using rotated line SEs. However,
this technique covers only a limited family of shapes. The
arbitrary-shaped SE are obtained by either more complex
2-D algorithms (e.g., Urbach [33]), which are suitable for
general-purpose processors, or by fine-grained decomposition of the large SE into a set of small 2-D SEs. Xu [41] proposed that any 8-convex polygon (convex on 8-connectivity
grid, hence 8-convex) is decomposable into a class of 13
nontrivial indecomposable convex polygonal SEs. Normand
[23] reduced the class of shapes to only four 2-pixel SEs by
allowing the union operator to take place in the SE decomposition.

2 State of the art

2.2 Hardware implementations

This section briefly presents the state of the art algorithms
for elementary morphology operations dilation and erosion
and their hardware implementations in FPGA. The last part
discusses the novelty and main contributions of this paper.

One of the first morphology architectures was the texture
analyzer by Klein [17]. It was optimized for linear and rectangular SE by decomposition into line segments. More recently, Velten [35] proposed another, delay-line based architecture for binary images supporting arbitrarily shaped 3 × 3
SEs. The computation of dilation is realized by OR gates
(topology was not communicated, probably a tree of diadic
OR gates) achieving good performance, which was further
improved by spatial parallelism.
Clienti [4] proposed a highly parallel morphological
System-on-Chip. It is a set of neighborhood processors optimized for arbitrarily shaped 3×3 SE interconnected in a partially configurable pipeline. Each stage of the pipeline contains 2 processors that can process 2 parallel image streams
and an ALU. The reconfiguration allows all the processors
to be connected in one chain in order to employ all processors when only one image stream is used. A reconfigurable
3x3 neighborhood morpho processor was recently used in
Gibson [12] in a hand-held augmented-vision system for visually impaired.
Another approach is called partial-result reuse (PRR).
The morphological operation by some neighborhood B1 in
an early stage is delayed by delay lines in order to be reused
later in computation by some other neighborhood B2 obtaining larger B3 decreasing thus the number of necessary comparisons. One of the first PRR architectures for 1-D dilation
was proposed in [26] and improved in [6]. The principle is
based on an exponential growth of the intermediate neighborhoods in the partial-result reuse scheme.
Chien [3] presented more general concept of PRR that
builds the desired SE by a set of distinct partial neighborhoods computed by a dedicated algorithm. As a result, it

2.1 Algorithms
The simplest method to compute a dilation is the exhaustive
search for maximum in the scope of a structuring element
(SE) B according to the definition Eq. 1 in Section 3. This
naive solution tends to need a large number of comparisons,
which are on most platforms diadic (with two operands).
The number of comparisons is considered as a metric of
algorithm complexity, so the naive algorithm has complexity O(l) as it has to carry out l−1 comparisons for a SE
containing l pixels. Such complexity suggests that the naive
algorithm is inefficient for large SEs. Pecht [25] proposed
a method to decrease the complexity based on the logarithmic SE decomposition, thereby achieving O(dlog2 (l)e)
complexity.
The first 1-D algorithm that reduced the complexity to a
constant is by van Herk [34], and Gil and Werman [14] (published simultaneously in two papers and often referred to by
the authors’ initials as HGW). The computation complexity
is constant, i.e., of O(1), which means the upper bound of
the computation time is independent of the SE size. Gil [13]
proposed an improved version of HGW that lowered the
number of comparisons per element, but at the cost of increased memory usage and implementation complexity.
Lemire [18] proposed a fast stream algorithm of O(1) for
causal line SEs. This algorithm uses two queues of length
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supports arbitrary 8-convex polygon at the cost of some additional comparisons.
A similar approach is based on the Normand [23] decomposition where a convex SE is decomposed into a number of causal 2-pixel SEs, applied in sequence or in parallel.
Déforges et al. [8] make use of this decomposition, which
combined with a stream implementation, allows to conceive
a pipeline architecture supporting arbitrary convex SEs.
Recently, Torres-Huitzil [32] designed a linear systoliclike array of processing elements without need for delayline internal memory storage supporting non-rectangular flat
SEs. However, prospective drawbacks can be seen in the
chosen column-based image scan requiring significant image storage capability, and the need of deep parallelism to
attain real-time performance even for the mentioned 7×7
SE.
The last method mentioned in this overview is the implementation of efficient 1-D algorithms. To our knowledge,
there are only few such contributions in the literature. Clienti [5] published architectures for the 1-D Lemonier algorithm [19] and the HGW algorithm [14,34]. Both algorithms
require a reverse scan which increases the memory requirements. Regarding the HGW algorithm the line can be reversed per blocks [5], which significantly decreases the latency.
Recently, Bartovský [1] proposed an implementation of
the Dokládal algorithm [9] as a processing unit by polygonal
SEs with a strictly sequential access to data and small memory requirements. This architecture is mainly beneficial for
large SEs because only the memory varies with the size of
the SE, the computation logic remains the same.

The concatenation of dilation and erosion forms other
morphological operators. The closing and opening on grayscale images, ϕB , γB : Z2 → R, parameterized by a structuring element B , are defined as
ϕB (f ) = εB [δB (f )] ;

γB (f ) = δB [εB (f )]

(5)

The residue of an opening or closing is called top-hat,
thγ (f ) = f − γB (f ) ;

thϕ (f ) = ϕB (f ) − f

(6)

and is used to detect objects filtered by the opening or the
closing.
Closing and opening are filters. Their concatenation
forms alternating filters γϕ, ϕγ , γϕγ and ϕγϕ. Other filters can be obtained by combining families of filters. A well
known example is the alternating sequential filter (ASF),
composed as sequence of closings and openings with a progressively increasing SE λB , with λ > 0. Let γ λ and ϕλ
denote the change of scale such as γλB and ϕλB . Then λorder ASF (referred to as ASFλ ) is composed as
ASFλ = ϕλ γ λ ϕλ−1 γ λ−1 . . . ϕ1 γ 1

(7)

starting with opening, and
ASFλ = γ λ ϕλ γ λ−1 ϕλ−1 . . . γ 1 ϕ1

(8)

starting with closing.
Let δf : Z2 → R be an elementary geodesic dilation of
image g (marker) “under” image f (mask) where g ≤ f ,
such as [36]
δf (g) = f ∧ δ3×3 (g)
(9)
Repeating δf (f ) until stability represents the dilationreconstruction of g under f ; g ≤ f ,

3 Basic notions
This section describes the operators used in this paper. We
are mainly interested in compound operators composed as
concatenations of elementary operators, that are therefore
costly on sequential machines.
Let δB , εB : Z2 → R be a dilation and an erosion on
gray-scale images, parameterized by a structuring element
B , assumed to be flat (i.e., B⊂Z2 ) and translation-invariant,
defined as [27, 30]
_
^
δB (f ) =
fb ;
εB (f ) =
fb
(1)
b∈B

b
b∈B

where fb denotes translation of f by b. The hat b denotes
b = {x |
the transposition of B , equal to the set reflection B
−x ∈ B}.
For an image f , its internal, external and morphological
gradients are given by

ρf (g) = δf δf . . . δf (g)
| {z }

(10)

x times

the number of iterations x = ∞ by definition, and practically
until the idempotence. The marker image g is commonly obtained by morphological opening γB . In this case, the operρ
ation is called opening by reconstruction γB
, defined as
ρ
γB
(f ) = ρf (γB (f ))

(11)

Let {γ λi }, with λi > λi−1 and with λi > 0, ∀i be a collection of openings, generating a size distribution aka granulometric function (see Matherons’ axioms, [21] p. 192) using some measure, e.g. integral (or sum) of the image. One
also often uses its derivative, so called granulometric or pattern spectrum, defined as
X

P SλjB (f ) =
γλiB f − γλjB f
(12)
D

gi (f ) = f − εB (f )
ge (f ) = δB (f ) − f
g(f ) = δB (f ) − εB (f )

(2)
(3)
(4)

with D = spt(f ). Notice, that instead of opening γλiB one
also may want to use the opening by reconstruction γλρiB
which even more increases the computation cost.
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Fig. 1 Large SE pipeline architecture.

4 Hardware architecture
This section describes the hardware architecture of the
proposed morphological coprocessor that efficiently implements the aforementioned sequential, costly operators.
The following description follows the bottom-up approach,
so we start with developing two basic image processing
pipelines, one for large SE operators, and one for geodesic
operators. Then we build the processing core by surrounding
these two pipelines with interconnection busses, configuration registers, and image buffers in such way that it can be
used as a peripheral of the Xilinx MicroBlaze. Finally, we
describe the top-level architecture of the FPGA evaluation
platform.

4.1 Large SE Pipeline
Let us begin with the description of the Large SE pipeline.
One of the most penalizing aspects in morphological operators is the number of iteration on an image. On sequential
platforms, this induces an intensive traffic between the CPU
and the memory. A considerable increase in efficiency can
be obtained when such iterations can be pipelined. This idea
is used in Clienti [5]. However, given that its pipeline is only
composed of 3×3 blocks it lacks flexibility and must be reconfigured to precisely fit application needs.
In this paper, in order to gain in flexibility we propose
two parallel pipelines of programmable large-size SE units.
To efficiently execute the largest collection of operators (including those with two parallel branches, such as top hat or
gradient) the pipelines are interconnected by programmable
ALUs (Arithmetic Logic Unit), see Fig. 1.
Both pipelines contain several identical parts called processing stages connected one after the other. The pipeline
is scalable by means of the number of instantiated stages,
which is hereafter denoted as n. The heart of each stage
is a pair of Large SE erosion/dilation units. The output of
both units can be connected to the ALU, or directly to the
next stage through the Mux {1,2} multiplexer. The ALU result can be routed to either input port of the next stage (or
both). This stream routing capability increases the adaptivity of the architecture to execute different algorithms. See
below (Fig. 4), a few examples of possible interconnections.
The Large SE erosion/dilation unit performs one morphological dilation or erosion by a flat rectangular or octagonal SE of programmable size (up to 31 pixels in diameter

for rectangles and 43 pixels in diameter for octagons) and the
position of the origin. This unit takes advantage of separability of 2-D rectangular and octagonal SEs into a sequence of
1-D SEs. The separability allows that the computation can
be separated into rows and columns for rectangles, and four
obliquous (rotated by 45o ) lines for octagons. This simplifies the memory manegement since the data can be stored
in small-size independent memory blocks. These blocks behave as queues if the 1-D dilation is computed by a queuebased algorithm [9]. A maximum allowable size of the SE
needs to be specified prior to the synthesis. Afterwards, the
size of the SE is freely programmable by the user within the
range of the synthesize maximum size. In the same way, the
size of the image is programmable withing the maximum
specified prior to the synthesis. Such implementation has
proven to be flexible, and beneficial for high-demanding image processing with large SEs. The description of the FPGA
architecture and experimental results can be found in [2] for
rectangular SEs, and [1] for octagonal SEs, respectively.
The previously published results can be summarized as
follows. The Large SE unit computes 2-D rectangular or
octagonal erosion/dilation during a single horizontal image
scan with minimal latency. The experimentally obtained average processing rate is approximately 2.5 clock cycles per
pixel, i.e., approx. 50 Mpx/s at 125 MHz clock frequency.
The memory requirement is another important parameter of
an image processing implementation because it limits the
number of units that fit in the FPGA. The most significant
memory requirement of the Large SE unit is given by the set
of queues, such as
R = N H × (bpp + dlog2 (H − 1)e) [bits]

(13)

where N denotes the image width, H the height of the SE,
bpp the number of bits per pixel, and d.e the ceiling operation. For example, let N = 1024 px, H = 31 px, and
bpp = 8 bits. The memory requirement is then
R = 31744 × 13 [bits]

(14)

The memory occupation of the pipeline is then linear factor
of the memory occupation of one stage and the length of the
pipeline.
The ALU performs simple dyadic, arithmetic operations
on two inputs. Each input can be connected to either an image stream or a programmable constant. The supported operations are as follows: no operation; negation (logical complement); bit-wise AND, OR, XOR; saturated addition, subtraction; infimum and supremum.
In order to ensure that the ALU has both input pixels
at the same coordinates in respective images, both image
streams have to be synchronized. The synchronization is
done at two levels.
1. Algorithm level: Consider, e.g. the inner or outer morphological gradient Eqs. 2,3, with B a 3 × 3 window, or
the opening/closing residues Eqs. 6. Computing the dilation introduces a delay in δB (f ) of one row plus one
column (distance from the center of B to the lower-right
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pixel). This stream f must be delayed accordingly so
that the ALU can compute the difference. This is done
by turning off the dilation/erosion in the other Large SE
block. The computation memory changes into a large
FIFO buffer used to delay the stream.
2. Implementation level: The previous delay increases with
the size of the SE B. Moreover, the dilation/erosion algorithms are asynchronous, see [9] for details. That means
that that the delay of the Large SE block can (up to a
few pixels) vary. This small delay is compensated by the
FIFO memories. In the case that either FIFO is temporarily empty, the empy FIFO stalls the ALU until data become available again.
This synchronization mechanism is automatic, and remains hidden to the user.
The Measurement unit computes simple metrics of the
whole image, namely the sum, infimum, and supremum.
This measurement is useful in image analysis applications,
such as pattern spectrum, and can be obtained on-the-fly at a
low cost. The measurement results can be read out through
the configuration registers.
All programmable parameters including the SE dimensions, operation, multiplexers and ALU settings, as well as
measurement results, are stored in a bank of per-stage configuration registers.

4.2 Geodesic pipeline
A significant subset of morphological operators relies on the
reconstruction using the geodesic dilation/erosion by 3 × 3
SE. Even though the Large SE pipeline supports geodesic
operations, using it would be inefficient. A better solution is
to devise a dedicated Geodesic pipeline, see Fig. 2.
This Geodesic pipeline contains several equal stages
connected one after another. The pipeline is scalable by

means of the number of stages instantiated, which is hereafter denoted as m. The heart of each stage is a 3×3 erosion/dilation unit. The output of this unit is connected to the
ALU, along with the buffered Mask image. The ALU result
is the Marker input of the next stage.
We have used a m=16-stage pipeline in our application.
The length of the pipeline is a trade-off between the memory
occupation, and the number of iterations before idempotence
of a geodesic operation. Given that, geodesic operations require content-dependent number of iterations it is beneficial
to have longer pipelines to reduce the number of iterations
through the memory.
The 3×3 dilation is outlined in Fig. 3. It also takes advantage of separability of the rectangle into the horizontal
and vertical segments, which are implemented using a wellknown approach of delay elements (registers T for the horizontal segment, and line buffers xT for the vertical segments) and comparators. The T registers provide a unitary
delay, whereas the xT line buffers provide one-image-line
delay each. The xT line buffers are parametrized by the the
image width to adapt automatically to the image size.
Notice that the delay-line dilation is better adapted for
small (3 × 3 SEs) because it has a smaller area occupation
and it is synchronnous. Conversely, the queue-based dilation
architecture offers better flexibility due to the programmable
SE size and is therefore used in Large SE blocks.
The ALU is the same as described above. The reason
for the Line buffer is to synchronize the Mask image and
the dilated Marker image, which is delayed by N +1 pixels
(recall N is the width of the image).

4.3 Pipeline configurations
The interconnection pattern of the pipelines is thought for
maximum polyvalence. The architecture Fig. 4(a), with one,
twin Large SE pipeline, and one geodesic pipeline, can be
programmed into one of the following patterns (b-f) using
global and pipeline multiplexers.
The configuration Fig. 4(b) can be used to compute elementary operators such as the gradient (Eqs. 2-4), an opening, closing (Eqs. 5) or its residues (Eqs. 6). The geodesic
pipeline, unused here, appears in grey. The example in
Fig. 4(c) connects all the Large SE units into one, long
pipeline, suitable for long concatenations of erosions and
dilations as in sequential filters (Eqs. 7, 8) or granulometries (Eq. 12). A morphological reconstruction (Eq. 10) is
implemented by the geodesic pipeline Fig. 4(d). With both
pipelines active and concatenated, as in Fig. 4(e), one can
compute openings/closings by reconstruction Eq. 11. The
same configuration can also be used in granulometry when
the opening by reconstruction Eq. 11 is used Eq. 12.
Such variety of operators allows to fully appreciate
the potential of this platform offering a long and flexible
pipeline to process data with limited accesses to the memory.
Finally, the two pipelines can also be used independently and
in parallel on the same input data as in Fig. 4(f).
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4.4 Morphological Co-Processor Unit (MCPU) Schematics
The pipelines are integrated into the MCPU, supposed to ensure their correct operation, using a set of multiplexers, configuration registers, and image buffers and a memory controller, see Fig. 5.
The configuration registers store the necessary configuration for all the processing units in both pipelines, the
global control, and measurement results. Notice that there

is one bank of registers for each stage of the processing
pipelines. All the registers are accessible to any PLB master by simple read and write instructions.
Image data are transferred by four Video Frame Buffer
Controller (VFBC) channels [38]. Two VFBC channels are
dedicated to reading input image data from the DDR2 memory, and other two for writing the output image data to the
DDR2 memory. The image transfers are independent of each
other, so the processing can run in-place (the output image
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is written in place of the input image). The VFBC allows us
to read and/or write image data to the DDR memory with
a FIFO-like data-flow control (full, almost full, empty, almost empty flags), so the data stream can be stalled by either
endpoint if necessary. The image data in both directions are
buffered in Input or Output buffers, respectively.
The MCPU is intended to be used as a peripheral in a
higher-level environment. We have tested it as a peripheral
of the Xilinx MicroBlaze as described in the following section.

4.5 Top-level architecture
The architecture we have built for evaluation purposes, is
outlined in Fig. 6. The proposed MCPU is a coprocessor
running as a peripheral of the MicroBlaze CPU synthesized
on a Virtex 5 development platform. This platform is also
provided with an ethernet link. The architecture consists of
two main parts: (i) the MCPU core, and (ii) the MicroBlaze
processor environment.
This platform plays several roles: i) the MicroBlaze configures and sends operators to MCPU to execute, ii) provides
working memory storage capacity, and iii) handles the communication with the outside world. The images are received
via the enternet link and stored in memory.
A very important aspect of every image processing platform is the memory for storing images; either input, output, or intermediate result. The MCPU uses the Xilinx proprietary Multi-Port Memory Controller MPMC [40] that
provides a multi-port interface to a high-capacity off-chip
DDR2 memory. The MPMC is capable of handling 4 simultaneous image data streams of approx. 50 Mpx/s each that
are required by the processing core to sustain the maximal
performance.
The MicroBlaze processor uses the Peripheral Local Bus
(PLB) to control all the peripherals and to transfer the configuration data, which are small in size, among the peripherals. We used the MicroBlaze version 7.30.b running at 125

The platform can be accessed via a tri-speed Ethernet interface using either TCP/IP or UDP/IP protocols (implemented
as lightweight lwIp). The MCPU runs a server able to accept
images and operations to execute via the ethernet link from
a superior client.
In order to achieve a proper function of the MCPU
server, the client has to perform the following tasks: communicate properly with MicroBlaze, send the image data,
configure and run the processing core, read the results.
We have provided a software interface (integrated in
MorphM [22]) to handle these tasks. This interface is available at two levels: i) a low-level interface in C/C++, and ii)
a high-level interface in C/C++ and Python.
The low-level interface gives the user the possibility to
directly control all the features of the computing blocks,
such as the sizes of the 1-D segments composing the SE,
handle delays, synchronization, multiplexors, turn on/off individual computing units, allocate images in the memory,
start and monitor a computation, wait for the end, etc.
The high-level interface offers the user a more intuitive
way to execute the most frequent morphological operators.
It contains a set of macro functions that hide the low-level
programming burden and provide the user the possibility to
use the platform on a higher level of abstraction. For example, it can automatically map an arbitrarily long ASF or
granulometry to the pipelines. This involves programminc
correct SE sizes at every stage, chain the Large SE units
in a stream, store the intermediate result in the memory
whereever needed, and control the execution and monitor its
end.
The MCPU is intended to be as polyvalent as possible,
able to perform various operators with different computation schemes. The list of supported operators includes dilation, erosion, opening, closing, reconstruction, opening and
closing by reconstruction, top hat, gradient, ASFλ , pattern
spectrum, and pattern spectrum by reconstruction. All these
operators proceed in the following steps: send the image (if
necessary), calculate the configuration based on the passed
arguments (either SE or λ), execute the processing pipelines,
and read the output image and/or measurement results. Notice that operators with large values of SE or λ may not fit
into the pipelines. In this case, several iteration are automatically executed. This is especially true for the reconstruction
that may need hundreds of iterations.
Only a few features of the MCPU are set prior to the
synthesis, such as the width of the buses or the number of
stages in the pipelines. These features remain immuable afterwards. All other parameters are programmable via the
configuration registers.
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6 Application Example
In this section, we illustrate how MCPU can be used in a real
image processing application.
Consider detecting defects in manufactered surfaces,
where the defects appear as changes in local textural patterns. Cord et al. [7] follow a probabilistic approach, considering textural variations as realizations of random functions.
Taking into account information of pixel neighbourhoods,
the texture for each pixel is described at different scales. By
means of statistical learning, the most relevant textural descriptors are selected for each application.
The preparatory steps of this technique consist of the following (refer to [7] for details and references):
1. A collection of morphological descriptors is chosen,
such as dilations, erosions, openings and closings, each
for various SE shapes, such as segments oriented in 0◦ ,
45◦ , 60◦ , 90◦ , 120◦ and 135◦ , squares and circles and
each for different sizes. Each pixel is assigned a vector
with as elements the values from these descriptors.
2. A dimension reduction in a set of independent variables
by Principal Component Analysis.
3. A supervised learning using Linear Discriminant Analysis.
4. A variable selection based on forward selection.
Done in this way, the approach is generic, and the selected
descriptors application specific. After validation, we know at
this stage which descriptors apply best to separate the classes
– defect/no defect.
The two-step on line classification application shall execute on the MCPU.
1. The vector of values for all selected sizes of a descriptor
is a local pattern spectrum with this SE. The descriptors for every SE shape and size are efficiently computed
MCPU and the descriptors stored in the DDR2 memory.
2. The LDA classification is a weighted linear combination
of the descriptor values for every pixel which, coded in
C, can run on the MicroBlaze controller. The resulting
image is then trasferred out via the ethernet link.

7 Experiment setup
The proposed MCPU architecture has been implemented
in VHDL and targeted to the Xilinx platform HTG-V5PCIE2, equipped with one medium-size Xilinx Virtex-5
FPGA chip XC5VSX95T [39]. We report here two different
setups with parameters to fully utilize the available FPGA
resources and keep high flexibility at the same time. Using
the XC5VSX95T – a medium-size Virtex 5 family FPGA,
with 14,720 slices and 244 36Kb-size RAM blocks – we
could implement 4 to 5 (resp.) Large SE stages and 16
geodesic stages in two pipelines on the chip. The implementation results and setup specification are outlined in Table 1.
Notice that the reported “Supported SE per unit” is given by

the maximum FIFO length as synthesized on the chip. After
the synthesis, the user can freely program his own SE size
withing this range.
Table 1 Implementation results, Xilinx Virtex-5 FPGA XC5VSX95T
[39]
Parameter
Setup 1
Setup 2
Supported SE per unit Rectangle 31 × 31 Octagon 43 × 43
Large SE stages n
5
4
Geodesic stages m
16
16
Image width N
1024
1000
FPGA Slice
13534
14684
FPGA BRAM
233
243
Clock frequency
125 MHz
125 MHz

Recall that the SE size multiplied by the image width is
the determinant factor of the memory occupation per Large
SE stage, ref Eq. 13. The memory occupation for the Large
SE pipeline is linear factor of its length. The architecture is
therefore linearly scalable – factor of the image width, SE
size and number of stages (and also bits per pixel) withing
the limitation of the FPGA size.

8 Performance Comparison
In this section we compare this architecture with other embedded solutions: software solutions (Sec. 8.1) and existing
hardware platforms (Sec. 8.2).
8.1 Software solutions
We compare the performance of the proposed architecture
against another embedded solution, an ARM processor. In
our case, we use the Sabre platform [11] by Freescale, which
can be seen as another example of hand-held platform. The
Sabre uses quad-core ARM A9 processor at 1GHz, 1GB
of DDR3 memory up to 533MHz, and runs Linux with
TCP/IP stack. We have created benchmarks for two image
processing libraries: (i) the well-known OpenCV [24], and
(ii) highly optimized Smil [20]. For the sake of completeness, we have also included the single-thread results of the
OpenCV at desktop PC Intel Xeon E5620, 2.40 GHz, with
24 GB memory, running a Fedora, release 20, linux.
The benchmark in Table 2 includes a set of aforementioned morphological operators on natural gray-scale photos 1000×1000 px. It includes an elementary 3 × 3 dilation,
large opening and opening by reconstruction, alternating sequential filter, pattern spectrum and pattern spectrum by reconstruction. Apart from the 3 × 3 dilation, the common
property of all these operators is the large number of operations, which is even undetermined for the reconstruction,
and therefore, a high cost.
The experimental results show that the proposed MCPU
architecture delivers performance by orders of magnitude
superior to that of the Sabre platform, and even comparable
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Table 2 Performance results of selected operators. Image is natural photo 1000×1000 px, time results are in milliseconds (unless seconds are
specified).
Operator
Dilation
Opening
Opening
Opening by recon.
Opening by recon.
ASF
ASF
Pattern spectrum PS
Pattern spectrum PS
PS by recon.
PS by recon.

Shape of SE Size of SE or λ MCPU OpenCV at Sabre Smil at Sabre OpenCV at Xeon
Rectangle
3×3
21.9
32.7
8.4
0.58
Rectangle
151×151
24.3
2450
1083
38.6
Octagon
151×151
41.9
246 s
2453
2301
Rectangle
151×151
544
47.6 s
22.1 s / 2110?
1940
Octagon
151×151
512
289 s
21.1 s
4356
Rectangle
λ = 11
64.2
4530
1987
57.1
Octagon
λ = 11
83.3
77 s
3872
814
Rectangle
λ = 11
62.3
2570
1098
53.8
Octagon
λ = 11
62.7
21.2 s
1782
249
Rectangle
λ = 11
2530
190 s
85.3 s / 18.2 s?
8920
Octagon
λ = 11
2410
201 s
81.5 s
8751

note ? : The second result is obtained by an algorithm based on hierarchy queues.
Table 3 Comparison of several FPGA and ASIC architectures concerning morphological dilation and erosion. N , M stand for the image width
and height of respective architectures.

Technology
Clienti [4]
Chien [3]
Déforges (a) [8]
Déforges (b) [8]
This paper

FPGA
ASIC
FPGA
FPGA
FPGA

Processing unit
Hardware System
Application Example ASF6
Supported
Throughput fmax Number Supported Image FPS
Latency
SE
[Mpx/s] [MHz] of units
image
scans [frame/s]
[px]
arbitrary 3×3
403
100
16
1024×1024
6
66.7
5NM + 84N
disc 5×5
190
200
1
720×480
45
12.2 44NM + 84N
arbitrary 8-convex
50
50
1
512×512
13
14.7 12NM + 84N
arbitrary 8-convex
50
50
13
512×512
1
50
84N
regular polygon
195
100
13
1024×1024
1
185
84N

with a desktop PC, for all high-cost operations, i.e., all in
Table 2 but the 3 × 3 dilation. MCPU outperforms the other
platforms (or is at least equivalent) whereever a high number of operators are sequentially applied to the image. Such
a significant speed-up is allowed by possibility to thoroughly
exploit the inter-operator parallelism via the pipelined computation. This is especially true for the opening and pattern
spectrum by reconstruction when m = 16 geodesic dilations
are computed at the same time. The speed-up becomes less
significant for simple operators with small SEs, the performance for 3 × 3 dilation is worse than that of Smil at Sabre.
This is due to a much higher clock of the ARM and the
Xeon processors (1GHz and 2.40 GHz, respectively). However, the majority of applications of mathematical morphology need a long sequence of operators that take advantage
of the proposed parallelism.
Evaluated using the Xilinx Power Estimator tool [37],
the total on-chip power consumption is 4.424 W (1.237 W
for input/output ports, 1.625 W of dynamic and 1.562 W of
static consumption). The consumption of the Sabre platform
is ≈3 W during intensive workload [10]. The thermal design
power of the Intel Xeon E5620, 2.40 GHz CPU is ≈80 W
during intesive workload [16].

the basis on a single 2-D δ/ε unit only. Clienti [4] yields a
high throughput for an elementary SE 3×3. The Chien [3]
ASIC chip achieves a reasonable throughput with a small
5×5 diamond SE. The Déforges [8] unit supports 8-convex
SEs decomposed as a concatenation of elementary 2-pixel
SE. (Lower throughput is probably due to a less powerfull
device than that of the other implementations.)
For all other architectures (except this paper) the flexibility to control the size and shape of the SE after the synthesis
remains unclear. Nonetheless, all architectures can use the
homothecy to obtain larger SEs. This requires using a long
processing pipeline as in Clienti [4] or Déforge et al. [8](b).
Iterating over the memory significantly decreases the overall
throughput.

8.2 Existing HW solutions

The Hardware System section of the table lists the number of units synthesized on the chip. The performance of
every architecture for an ASF6 as example is given in the
third section of the table. The FPS decreases drastically as
the number of iterations over the image increases, as for
Chien [3] or a single unit of Déforges et al. [8]. The decrease is less significant for Clienti [4] who uses a 16-unit
long pipeline. However, the units are small 3×3, and still 6
images scans are needed.

The Table 3 offers a comparison of our architecture with a
few others that support flat, non-rectangular SE. The Processing Unit section of this table provides a comparison on

Only the Déforges et al. [8] pipeline and this paper architecture can embed the entire ASF with no or a limited
decrease in performance.
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9 Conclusions
This paper proposes a novel programmable morphological coprocessor for embedded devices based on FPGA devices. We have integrated previously published efficient dilation/erosion processing units and geodesic units into a MicroBlaze platform, which provides DDR memory storage
and Ethernet connectivity, and thus created a very powerful coprocessor that supports a wide range of operators from
a simple dilation to the pattern spectrum by reconstruction.
The coprocessor was experimentally evaluated at a Virtex5 development kit and compared to the quad-core ARM9
Sabre platform by Freescale running OpenCV and Smil libraries. The performance results for various compound operators (except the 3×3 dilation) show a significant speed-up
of at least one order of magnitude. The results of MCPU do
even compare to that of a Xeon desktop workstation.
The future work will be focused on development of a
compiler for MCPU that will automatically map a given application to the architecture. The current interface provides
a user with a high-level programming interface. In the future, this compiler shall optimize the execution of concurrent operators, branching and simultaneous co-execution of
an application on MCPU and the client.
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